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Thesis Abstract

As Aristotle said, human beings are social creatures. We belong to a social structure
and experience communication with other people constantly from the time we are
born. Through this process, humans make an effort to focus on becoming free from
social oppression. My artwork explores these ideas through the symbolic feature of a
bird, evident in each of my paintings and prints. I have also used various
compositions and magical landscapes to develop my work. In addition, the
combination of painting and intaglio-type printmaking further the in-depth
interrelationship of symbolic contents and abstractive environments.

www.eunicehur.com/
Eunice Hur
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Artist Statement

My work symbolically represents the human conditions as we realize our desire to
escape from our fast-paced, materialistic world. My subjects exist within an
environment that suggests an idealized place to rest a dreamlike, fantasy world. By
portraying realistic content in an abstracted environment, I intend to create a refuge
for those who seek a clearer sense of self, whose imagination will realize an ongoing
search for peace and order within a personal sanctuary.
Within each of my artworks, I include an abstract and ethereal surface descriptive
interpretation of the parrot. This symbolizes the individual and the anxieties that can
result from living within our complex modern society.
Based on my background of Korean painting and Eastern motifs I explore the
development of magical landscape imagery that contains an idealized sense through
the processes of contemporary printmaking with painting.
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Goals and Objectives of this Thesis

The creation of artwork is influenced by environment, time period, and society. In
addition, artists reveal their emotions through their expressive work. Often, artists use
their major pieces of artwork to reflect their attitudes, experiences, and beliefs. In this
way, my works of art intentionally describe a disconnected world from a modern
society in which we currently live. Furthermore, my artwork describes the beauty of
the world that we live in, and I have used the bird as a symbol through which to make
a connection between humans and the fantasy world.
My artwork incorporates the bird image in order to open infinite possibilities rather
than simply referencing a figure as a specific subject. My goal is to help viewers to
revive their daily routines, lost dreams, and imaginations through my paintings and
prints evolving from the field of ‘Non-Toxic printmaking.’ In a society where radical
changes have taken place, modern people must adapt to changing physicals and social
phenomena. That is why people often desire to escape so in order to discover their
true selves.
A fantasy environment in which people sense a feeling of peace will form strong
emotional connections with the observer. Using various natural elements linking the
movement of fluidity, achieved through a combination of Eastern methods and
Western European realism, I invite viewers to immerse themselves within an
idealized and contemplative space that extends beyond the material world.
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Artist's Autobiography

For over ten years, which includes seven years in Sookmyung Women’s University in
Korea, where I received a Bachelor’s of Fine Art and a Master’s of Fine Art degrees, I
conducted research in Korean oriental painting. I devoted my full attention to learning
how to use Korean oriental color and techniques to obtain an identifiable style and
aesthetic. To further develop the necessary art skills, I have conducted on-going
studies of my subjects and techniques for depicting their unique features.
Once I was granted a master’s degree in Korean oriental painting from Sookmyung
Women’s University, I began to exhibit my artwork in many exhibitions both home
and abroad. During those exhibitions, I was exposed to other artists’ contemporary
paintings, their techniques, new forms and materials. I was then encouraged to further
expand my range of skills and materials
As a result, I decided to spend some time in New York City, where I immersed
myself in reflecting and concentrating upon my artwork. I wanted to explore
contemporary art styles based on Korean oriental paintings. Soon, I became very
interested in studying in the United States and obtaining another Master’s of Fine Arts
degree so I enrolled in the College of Imaging Arts and Sciences’ Fine Arts Studio at
the Rochester Institute of Technology, in the year 2011.
Two years spent in the Fine Arts Studio provided me with a specialized opportunity to
research oil painting, watercolor, sculpture, printmaking, and other new forms of
expressions. Through extensive research, I concentrated on developing a combination
of oil painting techniques that exulted Korean oriental style. At the same time, I found
a heightened new interest in Four-color intaglio-type inversion printmaking. Because
I was familiar with computer programs such as Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator,
and Dreamweaver, I was able to create visual depth through Non-Toxic Intaglio
Printmaking techniques that utilized these programs.
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Evolution of this Thesis

Upon entering the Rochester Institute of Technology as a Fine Arts Studio major, I
quickly acquired a strong fascination with the idea of combining Eastern and Western
styles of expression. In addition, I searched for effective ways to express one main
idea: the identification of an idealized place where people could seek peace and rest in
their everyday lives.
My first experiment began with two different materials, oil and water-based Korean
color. They were simple and direct. I explored the idea of cutting Korean paper
shapes into the symbolic image of the bird, and applying it onto canvas that I had
already painted, as water and oil do not blend. I also experimented with mixing oil
paint and Korean color on Eastern paper. Over time, I found a way to spill oil paint on
the canvas in order to create linear work in an Eastern traditional way. These
paintings allowed me to develop my creation of fantasy backgrounds and led me to
new visual ideas.
Through my investigations, I painted images with the material and techniques that I
constantly researched for. I felt that my work needed more control in order to produce
more solid outcomes. I, therefore, began painting my symbolic subjects such as a bird,
fishes, an orchard, plum blossoms, chrysanthemums, and bamboos with combinations
of Eastern and Western styles on the abstract fluid canvas. I developed the technique
of spilling paint into pouring paints in order to make my surfaces more effective as
fantasy environments.
I also included Four-Color Intaglio-Types prints using computer programs,
particularly Adobe Photoshop. I applied an abstract background of which I had taken
photographs of before drawing my subjects. I was able to manipulate the size and
color of the images I chose. By using computer programs, I was able to emphasize
composition and color depth more effectively.
Through the extensive research and experiments of my artwork, I was able to attain
what I was seeking. I believe that my thoughts and beliefs provided me with a greater
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understanding of myself. I will continue to improve and develop my work by
incorporating an abstract background with figurative characteristics.
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Artists Inspiration

While I have learned new techniques and approaches, I have always maintained my
conscious awareness of the unique characteristics of Korean oriental painting. I
believe that artists are rooted within their distinguishable cultural and historical
contexts and that their artworks are inherent in a conscious concern for their identity.
The 4,300-year-old Korean civilization is considered one of the oldest of its kind. The
insights of some Korean artists have inspired me to develop new visual compositions
and incorporate symbolic subjects from nature into my art. Each of the artists’
artworks that influenced my work and beliefs was selected during the Chosun
Dynasty.
Korean oriental painting became prominent during the Chosun Dynasty, which lasted
from 1392 to 1897. Through the prominence of Korean oriental painting, I would like
to point out that Chosun artists often chose a parrot to represent their major symbol
within their artwork. Bird and flower painting became a popular subject matter in the
latter period of the Chosun dynasty, eventually developing into its own genre.
In the 18th century, Korea experienced instability within the social order and growth
of the working class. It was a period of economic development in both handcrafted
commerce and manufacturing industry. Due to the economic stabilization, many
artists were able to free themselves from the prevailing conservative artistic views and
became more creative in their artwork. The new genre known as bird and flower
painting grew significantly due to the natural relationships evident among humans.
Sa-Jung Sim(1707~1769) and Hong-Do Kim(1745~1816) were the known experts on
bird and flower painting, each having developed independent characteristics of that
art form. Many paintings created during the 18th century expressed realism but artists
used their own creative ideas to convert realism into other forms and revive their
consciousness of realistic painting.
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Sa-Jung Sim did not solely focus on imitating nature. She
modified and used her distinctive drawing techniques to
express her ideas through her paintings. As an example, a
painting known as “Ssangchido” symbolizes good fortune.
This artwork portrays a realistic image of the pheasant. This
painting, from the mid-Chosun Dynasty, is characterized by
light coloring, which represented a new artistic tendency.

Ssangchido | 1756
National Museum of Korea

Hong-Do Kim established lyrical artistic expression through bird and

flower painting. He focused on genre painting aesthetics in order to maximize and
popularize realism in painting as well. His work, dating from the late-Chosun
Dynasty, was differentiated by his marvelous spatial usage, distinctive calligraphy,
and light coloring methods. His work was mostly focused on oriental paintings.
Hong-Do Kim used proper blank spacing, which is important in oriental painting. In
addition, many of his works involved landscapes. This made for excellent
harmonization with the birds that he used as symbols in his art.
“Youdangapyou,” a painting by Hong-Do Kim, depicts two
ducks and a willow tree. The balance between the ducks and
the willow tree follows a simple compositional background.
In addition, one of the methods that Hong-Do Kim uses is
light coloring and lyrical representation of his feelings. He
used as much blank space as desired in his paintings. This led
to an organized structure that always included blank space. He
applied this open space in his unique style, using omitted
expression. His style of painting and uniqueness influenced
future generations of painters.
Youdangapyou | 1745~
Gansong Museum

In my own work, I have followed the concept of realism as part of my foundation. In
addition, I have referenced many paintings from the late Chosun Dynasty to express
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the harmonization of Mother Nature and humans. I have symbolized my expression
through the parrot, which exists in nature.
Modern oriental painting slowly detached from using only traditional painting
materials. In addition, modern painting gradually applied new materials freely and
without limitation. This change in the painting process applied not only to the
traditional concepts, but also to a wider variety of materials in order to develop the
modern style of bird and flower painting. My work therefore focuses on both
traditional and modern oriental painting. Applying both concepts has allowed me to
express more creativity in my work as well as to maintain traditional concepts as my
thematic theme.
With my strong artistic background in traditional Korean painting, I combine Eastern
methods motifs and Western European depiction of realism when composing my
images. I now want to now integrate line work and painterly expression into my
future work as I research and develop new directions for my artistic expression.
Wu Guanzhong(1919~2010) is one of the best-known contemporary painters of
Chinese origin. Wu was a leading Chinese painter, art educator, and essayist whose
paintings represented the changing face of Chinese art in the 20th century. His work
combines Western abstract techniques and Chinese tradition. I am very impressed
with the way he developed his originality. He also had a traditional education, which
encourages me because I pursue the goal of successfully combining Eastern and
Western painting styles, as Wu did.
Wu’s paintings had the color sense and formal principles of Western paintings, but
the spirit and tonal variations of ink that are typically Chinese. His work also achieves
beauty through the balance of white and negative space; as he said,
“The white color is just too beautiful.”
White is significant in oriental painting because it stands for the beauty of space. I
think Wu uses empty space to give his works a modern look. In all of his work,
objective representation lost its importance, overtaken by the beauty of the abstract
forms, lines, colors and subtle ink tones. Having successfully assimilated Western
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techniques of abstraction, his distinctive style is Chinese in outlook and modern in
conception.

Two Swallow | 2009 | HongKong Museum of Art

In addition to combining Eastern and Western aesthetic principles in my paintings, I
wish to incorporate aspects of both abstract expressionism and contemporary realism
in order to accomplish my vision. Several artists have influenced my current artwork.
Abstract expressionist artists who have influenced my work include the American
painter and printmaker Helen Frankenthaler(1928~2011). Her work has motivated me
to create emotional and mysterious spaces and compositions.

Spring Bank | 1974
Courtesy of Centre Pompidou

Flood | 1967
Whitney Museum of American Art
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As Sandler suggests, Helen Frankenthaler is generally, though not exclusively,
grouped with the color-field abstractionists who achieved national and international
recognition in the 1960s. It is said that her work in the 1950s looked both backward,
in the direction of Cubism and action painting, and forward, in the direction of the
fully liberated color expression of the 1960s, which was free of Cubist composition
and representational elements. Her works composed of only colors embodied flatness
on her canvas and the materiality of colors, which then led to infinite space and
emotional inspiration. The colors that she applied to her works were equally
important, which indicates her extraordinary creative energy. She related the artist’s
luminous colors, brilliant light, and sensuous facture to a specific landscape tradition.
In reference to works such as Eden, Mirage, Blue Territory, and Lorelei, Lawrence
Alloway described Frankenthaler’s images as pastoral because they exhibit equal
sensitivity to both nature and art.1
Her abstraction artwork opens me up to new worlds, gathering color energy that
viewers can feel without knowledge or understanding. I feel that the expression and
color within her work liberate the space where we belong. My work allows viewers to
feel as if they were in a peaceful and idealized world that I have created. It is
important for me to provide this refuge from our materialized world by applying my
visual language. Frankenthaler’s artwork has led me to explore a lot of possibilities in
my own work.
Other artists who have made a
significant impression on me are
the German surrealist Max
Ernst(1891~1976) and Britishborn Mexican surrealist Leonora
Carrington(1917~2011), whose
work relied on spontaneity and
subjectivity. Max Ernst sought to
liberate himself from the impact
The Eye of Silence | 1943 | Washington University Art Gallery

1

Helen Frankenthaler, Frankenthaler: The 1950s, Rose Art Museum, 1981
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of the horrors of war through creative activity directed, not at society at large, but at
his own world of emotion. 2

2

Uwe M. Schneede(translated. R. W. Last), Max Ernst, New York, Praeger [1973,
c1972]
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Body of Work

Artists often express their innermost feelings through their work. In fact, many artists
modify their work from original images to fit their own characteristics. Abstraction
and representation coexist in my artwork, in addition to natural creatures and
landscapes.
Ancient oriental painting expressed the unification of both nature and humans. In
addition, perfect communion with nature has influenced artists to use the bird as a
perfect example of modern society, in which people live in groups like birds. People
have used nature to express their hardship in modern society. They have used the bird,
which represents freedom and familiarity, to define the structure of its own
characterization.
Humans are very closely related with nature. However, they often feel envious of
birds and express their desire to fly. This can be recognized through much of past
artwork. In particular, the parrot has been featured in written and illustrated works for
thousands of years. Though it is exotic and wild, the parrot can be an exceptional pet
that mimics our speech and conversations.
The selection of a certain kind
of bird is not the most important
factor. Art does not reflect only
one kind of bird species. The
process of education and certain
habits also changes the beauty
of the bird’s image. In addition,
color has been always an
important aspect of
visualization as it affects
physical and psychological
responses, and is therefore a
Capturing the Moment of Fantasyland Ⅰ(24”X24”) | 2012
Oil and Pastel on Canvas
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direct influence on artistic

expression. For that reason, there is a direct relationship in the use of certain colors in
my paintings. I have applied purple and blue backgrounds as my foundation. I have
also used contrast and color ratio in order to carefully define the main theme, which in
my work is a bird. Generally speaking, when additional contrast is applied over the
background painting, it usually helps to bring out the images clearly. Therefore, the
application of purple and dark blue paint helps to bring out the image of the bird in
my artwork.

Capturing the Moment of Fantasyland Ⅱ(24”X24”) | 2012 | Oil and Pastel on Canvas

In order to construct my magical landscapes, I use a technique of pouring paint to
create surfaces of flowing color that suggest an ethereal space. My intention is to
stimulate an emotional appreciation of the fluidity and movement of the medium that
has been poured and dripped onto a surface. As the paint is poured onto the canvas, I
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allow it to spontaneously create drips and color spreads. The resulting indefinable
background establishes an inter-subjective communication with the subjects in my art.
My work is inspired by the love and respect for nature that is often found in oriental
painting. Many artists believe in primitive nature; the beauty of naturalism and the
full vitality of creatures have been well accepted in the artistic world.
Humans consider nature to be a peaceful and pleasant environment in which they can
rest without concerns. It is one of the places to which people can get away and rest
their minds. Throughout my career, I have been attuned to oriental painting, which
focuses on blossoms, including orchids, chrysanthemums, and bamboo trees.
According to the history of oriental painting, a blossom is a type of plant that blooms
even in cold conditions. This can be compared to humans’ sophisticated minds. The
orchid tends to spread its scent on the wind, which carries it far away. The
chrysanthemum survives through cold weather during late fall. The bamboo tree is an
all-season plant; when other plants lose their leaves and change colors, bamboos keep
their color and strength. These four plants are known to symbolize both purity and
constancy. The orchid has the characteristics of beautiful scent, nobility, and loyalty.
The chrysanthemum has the characteristics of beauty and all-around usage in oriental
painting.
Along with these four plants, I
selectively painted the imagery
of fishes in my paintings. In
oriental society, the fish
represents the meaning of
relaxation and happiness. In
addition, the water bubble is
used to portray harmonization
between land and water in an
idealized environment. The
collaboration of plants, fish,
and water bubbles creates
images of paradise. I believe
that paradise is a place of

Capturing the Moment of Fantasyland Ⅲ(24”X24”) | 2012
Oil and Pastel on Canvas
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peace, freedom, and relaxation. I have therefore presented singular bird images
presented in the spatial background that has been created by using a variety of
experimental, expressive techniques.
I have also utilized spatial composition characterizing the oriental painting styles. The
space not only provides the viewer with a comfortable feeling, but also highlights the
lingering image. Overall, my work makes use of dark atmospheres and bright color
selections to create visual movement within the work itself.

Capturing the Moment of Fantasyland Ⅳ(32”X32”) | 2012 | Oil and Pastel on Canvas
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Capturing the Moment of Fantasyland Ⅴ, Ⅵ (32”X32”) | 2012 | Oil and Pastel on Canvas

Capturing the Moment of Fantasyland Ⅶ (48” w. X24” h.) | 2012 | Oil and Pastel on Canvas
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Conclusion
I firmly believe that the people of modern society are exposed and vulnerable against
an environment filled with innumerous conflicts and intense feelings. Those people are
being worn away by their environment and seek refuge that does not and cannot exist
in reality. I want to portray a peaceful and relaxed paradise in my artwork, a place where
the modern people incline to rest in. In doing so, I believe the bird is a perfect medium
to convey my intent. Birds represent human desire to achieve freedom, as they dwell
freely in the wilderness without constriction. Likewise, birds can also speak for the
struggles that mankind experience when living in their pressurized society. Henceforth,
I intend to develop my work by investigating various species of birds and representing
human conditions and intentions through symbolic characterizing of people and society.

Exhibition View
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When the pressure imposed by this competitive world used to overwhelm me, art has
always provided me with a refuge where I was able to express my suppressed
imaginations and desire.

“What art offers is space – a certain breathing room for the spirit.”
- John Updike
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